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Abstract: Recently, data science techniques utilize artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) techniques who start and run small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to take an
inﬂuence and grow their businesses. For SMEs, owing to the inexistence of consistent data and other features, evaluating credit risks is difﬁcult and costly. On the
other hand, it becomes necessary to design efﬁcient models for predicting business failures or ﬁnancial crises of SMEs. Various data classiﬁcation approaches
for ﬁnancial crisis prediction (FCP) have been presented for predicting the ﬁnancial status of the organization by the use of past data. A major process involved in
the design of FCP is the choice of required features for enhanced classiﬁer outcomes. With this motivation, this paper focuses on the design of an optimal deep
learning-based ﬁnancial crisis prediction (ODL-FCP) model for SMEs. The proposed ODL-FCP technique incorporates two phases: Archimedes optimization
algorithm based feature selection (AOA-FS) algorithm and optimal deep convolution neural network with long short term memory (CNN-LSTM) based data
classiﬁcation. The ODL-FCP technique involves a sailﬁsh optimization (SFO)
algorithm for the hyperparameter optimization of the CNN-LSTM method. The
performance validation of the ODL-FCP technique takes place using a benchmark
ﬁnancial dataset and the outcomes are inspected in terms of various metrics. The
experimental results highlighted that the proposed ODL-FCP technique has outperformed the other techniques.
Keywords: Small medium-sized enterprises; deep learning; FCP; ﬁnancial sector;
prediction; metaheuristics; sailﬁsh optimization

1 Introduction
In recent times, there has been an increase in the ﬁnancial crisis of companies all over the world, they are
giving considerable attention to the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial crisis prediction (FCP) [1]. For a ﬁnancial institution
/company, it is highly needed to develop a consistent and early predictive method to predict the possible
risks of the company status of earlier ﬁnancial risk. Commonly FCP produces a binary classiﬁcation
method that has been resolved efﬁciently [2]. The outcomes from the classiﬁcation method are classiﬁed
as follows: failure and non-failure status of a company [3]. So far, several classiﬁcation methods have
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been designed by a large number of domain knowledge for FCP. In general, the proposed method is separated
into artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) /statistical methodologies.
The precision of the FCP plays a signiﬁcant role to deﬁne the ﬁnancial ﬁrms’ proﬁtability and
productivity [4]. For instance, a small positive adjustment from the accuracy levels of a promising
customer with default credit would minimalize a great future loss of organizations [5]. FCP is considered
as a data classiﬁcation problem, that represents the user as “default” or user is represented as “nondefault” once they return the loan. Several studies have been conducted on the FCP classiﬁcation, starting
at the beginning of the year 1960′s. In recent times, conventional approaches applied numerical function
to forecast ﬁnancial crisis that differentiates ﬁnancial institutions from weaker and stronger ones [6].
During 1990’s, the focus has moved towards machine learning (ML) and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) based
expert systems such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural Network (NN). Lately, AI methods
are adapted to improve the traditional classiﬁcation methods. But, the existence of various characteristics
in the higher-dimension ﬁnancial data results in various problems such as low interoperability, overﬁtting,
and high computational complexity [7]. The convenient method to resolve this problem is decreasing the
available amount of features with feature selection (FS) methods [8].
The FS method is one of the vital and effective pre-processing phases in Data Mining (DM). It is
accountable to extract the redundant and unwanted features from original information [9]. Furthermore, it is
employed to extract high possible data through minimal feature subset and potential characteristics such as
computation time, noise elimination, minimizing of impure feature, and reduced cost that is crucial to
implement an approximation method [10]. Moreover, FS is applied to process the feature subset under the
applications of ﬁxed value instead of utilizing elected features. The key challenge in this method is
detecting optimum features from available features called NP-hard problems [11]. Various methods are
employed to identify partial solutions using shorter time intervals. Certain ML techniques such as gray wolf
optimizer (GWO), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and ant colony optimization (ACO) are employed in
choosing crucial features, however, such methods aren’t relevant in the business application, mainly in FCP.
This paper presents an optimal deep learning based FCP (ODL-FCP) model for SMEs. The major aim of
the ODL-FCP technique is to determine the ﬁnancial status of SMEs. The proposed ODL-FCP technique
contains the design of the Archimedes optimization algorithm based feature selection (AOA-FS)
algorithm to derive optimal feature subset. In addition, the sailﬁsh optimization (SFO) algorithm with a
convolution neural network with long short term memory (CNN-LSTM) is utilized for data classiﬁcation.
To showcase the enhanced classiﬁcation efﬁciency of the ODL-FCP technique, a wide range of
simulations were carried out against benchmark ﬁnancial datasets and the outcomes are examined
concerning various metrics.
2 Prior Works on FCP
Uthayakumar et al. [12] presented an ant colony optimization (ACO) based FCP method that integrates
2 phases: ant colony optimization based feature selection (ACO-FS) and ant colony optimization based data
classiﬁcation (ACO-DC) algorithms. The presented method is conﬁrmed by a group of 5 standard datasets
including quantitative and qualitative. For the FS model, the presented ACO-FS technique is compared to
3 current FCP techniques algorithms. Yan et al. [13] developed a new method of DL prediction,
according to that, create a DL hybrid predictive method for stock markets—complementary ensemble
empirical mode decomposition principal component analysis long term short memory (CEEMD-PCALSTM). During this method, CEEMD, as an order smoothing and decomposition model, capable of
decomposing the trends/ﬂuctuations of distinct scales of time sequence gradually, generates a sequence of
intrinsic mode function (IMF) using distinct characteristic scale. Next, a higher-level abstract feature is
individually fed into the LSTM network for predicting the ﬁnal price of the trading for all the components.
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Yang [14] presented a method-based DL architecture for predicting the ﬁnancial indicator value. The
presented method applies the LSTM method as a standard predictive method. This architecture estimates
the economic condition to deﬁne the number of ﬁnancial failures to the organization and warns of any
ﬂuctuation in the forecasted 3 indicator values. Perboli et al. [15] aimed at mid-and long-term bankruptcy
prediction (up to sixty months) targeting smaller/medium enterprises. Samitas et al. [16] examined on
“Early Warning System” (EWS) by examining potential contagion risk, according to structured ﬁnancial
network. The presented method improves typical crisis predictive model performances. With machine
learning algorithms and network analysis, they detect proof of contagion risks on the date where they
witness considerable raise in centralities and correlations.
Uthayakumar et al. [17] introduced a cluster-based classiﬁcation method that includes: ﬁtness-scaling
chaotic genetic ant colony algorithm (FSCGACA) based classiﬁcation method and enhanced K-means
clustering. Initially, an enhanced K-means method is developed to remove the incorrectly clustered
information. Next, a rule-based method is chosen for ﬁtting the provided dataset. Finally, FSCGACA is
utilized to search for the best possible parameter of the rule-based method. Tyagi et al. [18] presented a
smart Internet of Things (IoT) assisted FCP method with Meta-heuristic models. The presented FCP
model contains classiﬁcation, data acquisition, pre-processing, and FS. Initially, the ﬁnancial information
of the organization is gathered by IoT gadgets like laptops, smartphones, and so on. Then, the quantum
artiﬁcial butterﬂy optimization (QABO) method for FS is employed to select optimum sets of features.
3 The Proposed ODL-FCP Model
In this paper, an efﬁcient ODL-FCP technique has been presented for the identiﬁcation of the ﬁnancial
crisis of SMEs. The proposed ODL-FCP technique encompasses major sub-processes namely preprocessing, arithmetic optimization algorithm (AOA) based selection of features, CNN-LSTM based
classiﬁcation, and SFO based hyperparameter tuning. The utilization of AOA for the optimal selection of
features and SFO for the hyperparameter optimization process aid to accomplish improved classiﬁcation
performance. Fig. 1 demonstrates the overall block diagram of the proposed ODL-FCP technique.

Figure 1: Overall process of proposed framework
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3.1 Pre-processing
The ﬁnancial data has extremely difﬁcult and is collected of fundamental signals with many distinct
features. But determining the transformation performance from cellular network conﬁdently is help for
enhancing networks data forecast techniques. For avoiding load packets with superior numeric values
from the network in controlling individuals with lesser numeric values, the data is scaled; it also
improves the modeling speed of the technique but continues optimum accuracy. A min-max technique is
utilized for transforming the data to value amongst [0,1]; scaling the data is used from increasing the
model to forecast network trafﬁcs. The two important beneﬁts of scaling are for avoiding samples of
higher numeric ranges controlling individuals with minimal numeric ranges and for preventing numerical
problems under the forecast. The transformation has realized as follows:
x  xmin
ðNewmaxx  Newminx Þ þ Newminx ;
(1)
zn ¼
xmax  xmin
where xmin refers to the minimum of data and xmax signiﬁes the maximal of data. Newminx deﬁnes the minimal
number 0, and Newmaxx implies the maximal number 1.
3.2 Design of AOA-FS Technique
Once the ﬁnancial data are pre-processed, the appropriate selection of features was carried out using the
AOA-FS technique. During this effort, the AOA technique [19] was utilized for solving the presented
optimized issue together with NR mathematical technique. The AOA approach is a meta-heuristic
technique employed for solving many mathematical optimized issues and is veriﬁed their capability for
fetching towards a global solution from a short time. The AOA essential condition hinges on
Archimedes’ rule of buoyancy. The AOA allows several phases determining a near-global solution, and
these phases are demonstrated as:
Phase 1 ‘Initialized’: In this step, the populations containing the immersed object (solution) are
considered by its volume, density, and acceleration. All solutions are initialized with an arbitrary place
from the ﬂuid as offered in Eq. (2), afterward the ﬁtness value to all solutions is estimated.
Oi ¼ lbi þ rand ð0; 1Þ  ðubi  lbi Þ; 8i 2 f1; 2; 3; . . . :; N g

(2)

Deni ¼ rand ð0; 1Þ

(3)

Voli ¼ rand ð0; 1Þ

(4)

ACCi ¼ lbi þ rand ð0; 1Þ  ðubi  lbi Þ; 8i 2 f1; 2; 3; . . . :; N g

(5)

where Oi refer to the ith solution from the populations and N implies the population sizes. ubi and lbi denotes
the upper as well as lower bounds of ith solution correspondingly. Deni ; Voli , and ACCi signiﬁes the density,
volume, and acceleration of ith solutions. rand ð0; 1Þ indicates the arbitrary scalar containing a value amongst
zero and one.
Phase 2 ‘Upgrade density and volume’: During this phase, the density and volumes of all the solutions
were upgraded utilizing the subsequent equations:


ðtþ1Þ
ðt Þ
ðt Þ
¼ Deni þ rand ð0; 1Þ  Denbest  Deni
(6)
Deni
ðtþ1Þ

Voli



ðtÞ
ðt Þ
¼ Voli þ rand ð0; 1Þ  Volbest  Voli

(7)
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where Deni , and Voli represents the density as well as the volume of ith solution at t th iteration. Denbest , and
Volbest stands for the optimum densities as well as volumes of optimum solutions containing the better ﬁtness
value.
Phase 3 ‘Transfer operator and density factor’: During this phase, the collision amongst solutions is still
in its equilibrium state. The mathematical process of the collision was demonstrated as:


t  tmax
(8)
TF ¼ exp
tmax
where TF refers to the transfer operators able of transmitting the search process under the exploration to
exploitation phase. tmax refers to the maximal number of iterations [20]. Also, a reducing density factor
(d) is able of supporting the AOA to ﬁnd near-global solutions.

 

t  t max
t
tþ1

(9)
d ¼ exp
t max
t max
Phase 4 ‘Exploration’: During this phase, the collision amongst solution occurs. Therefore, when
TF  0:5, a random material ðmrÞ has chosen in which the acceleration of solution was upgraded as:
ðtþ1Þ

ACCi

¼

Denmr þ Volmr  ACCmr
ðtþ1Þ

Deni

(10)

ðtþ1Þ

 Voli

where nmr ; Volmr , and ACCmr indicate the densities, volumes, and accelerations of random material.
Phase 5 ‘Exploitation’: During this phase, no collision amongst solution occurs. Therefore, when
TF  0:5, the acceleration of solution was upgraded as:
ðtþ1Þ

ACCi

¼

Denbest þ Volbest  ACCbest
ðtþ1Þ

Deni

(11)

ðtþ1Þ

 Voli

where ACCbest refers to the acceleration of solution containing an optimum ﬁtness.
Phase 6 ‘Normalize acceleration’: The acceleration was normalization for assessing the percentage of
the alteration as follows:
ðtþ1Þ
ACCinorm

ðtþ1Þ

ACCi
 min fACC g
¼g
þz
max fACC g  min fACC g

(12)

ðrþ1Þ

where g, and z implies the normalized range. ACCinom refers to the utilized to step on the percentage which
all the agents are phase.
Phase 7 ‘Evaluation’: The ﬁtness value of all solutions was estimated under this phase, and optimum
solutions are registered, for instance, upgrade the optimum solutions ðxbest Þ; Denbest ; Volbest , and ACCbest :
Different from the classical AOA in which the solution was upgraded from the exploring space near the
continued valued place from the BAOA, the searching space was demonstrated as n dimensional Boolean
lattice. Besides, the solution was upgraded on the corner of the hypercube. Moreover, for solving this
issue if electing or not, a given parameter and binary solution vectors were implemented, where 1 appears
to parameter being chosen for comprising the new datasets, and 0 refers to else.
During the binary techniques, one utilizes the step vector for evaluating the possibility of altering place,
the transfer function signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the balance amongst exploitation as well as exploration. During
the FS technique, once the size of the feature vector demonstrates N, the count of various feature combining
tends that 2N , for instance, an enormous space to complete search. The presented hybrid technique was
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utilized to resolve to search the feature space vigorously also create the correct group of features. The FS falls
in multi-objective tasks as it requires fulﬁlling many determinations to take better solutions that minimize the
subset of FS and at the same time, maximize the accuracy of outcome for providing classiﬁcations.
According to the aforementioned, the FF for determining solution under this state produced for attaining
a balance amongst the 2 objectives as:
fitness ¼ aDR ð DÞ þ b

jY j
jT j

(13)

DR ðDÞ refers to the classiﬁer error rate. jY j represents the size of subsets which the approach elects and
jT j total amount of features comprised from the current datasets. a refers to the parameter 2 ½0; 1 linked as
the weight of error rate of classiﬁers correspondingly also b ¼ 1  a stands for the signiﬁcance of decreased
features. The classiﬁer efﬁciency was allowed a vital weight rather than the amount of chosen feature. If the
evaluation function is only regarded as classiﬁer accuracy, the effect is neglected of solution that can
comprise the same accuracy but has minimum chosen feature that serves as a fundamental factor to
decrease the dimensional issue.
3.3 Design of CNN-LSTM Classiﬁer
During the classiﬁcation process, the CNN-LSTM model gets executed to identify the ﬁnancial status of
the SMEs. The CNN layer extracts the data patterns automatically. The order of features can be learned one
more time in the LSTM layer. The presented method constantly tunes hyperparameters based on the
outcomes from learning LSTM and CNN. CNN layer extracts parameters that are signiﬁcant for
classiﬁcation. Especially, this is validated by the class activation maps. Also, the pooling layer reduces
the spatial size of feature vectors, reduces the number of variables and computation difﬁculty of the NN.
They could automatically alter hyper parameters like several ﬁlters, ﬁlter size, and several layers. Eq. (14)
l
represent
signiﬁes the process of l convolution for feature extraction in an SQL query. The kernel Ki;j
distinct weights in every region for extracting signiﬁcant regions of the feature map. Moreover, the
relation among nearby features is removed using the product operations. They utilize the Bli bias matrix to
alter the weight in NN operation. They implement product operations on the amount of feature maps ml1
1
and passes yli to the following convolution layers. Fig. 2 illustrates the framework of the CNN-LSTM
technique [21].

Figure 2: Structure of CNN-LSTM model
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To generate a non-linear decision boundary, f ðzÞ in Eq. (15) represents an activation function like ReLU
utilized in layer l. Also, it can be multiplied with coefﬁcients gi . They implement feature extracting to
database access controls via different layers of convolutional operation.
Xml1
1
xli ¼ Bli þ
Kijl Xjl1
(14)
j¼1
Yil


¼ gi f yl1
; f ð zÞ ¼
i



z if z  0
0 if z < 0

(15)

The pooling layer is utilized for improving the classiﬁer accuracy of the access control scheme and
minimalizing the computational costs. Eq. (16) denotes the pooling layer operation. The pooling layer
enables to minimalize over-ﬁtting and effectively extracts features. T denotes a stride which represents
how close the pooling region will be moving to deﬁne the coverage of the pooling region. R indicates the
size of the pooling region and it should be small when compared to the output y of CNN layers. When
the size is large than y, the SQL query feature data might be lost.
l1
plij ¼ max YiT
þr;j
r2R

(16)

LSTM learns temporal data according to the feature extracted from CNN. Eq. (17) indicates the 3 gates
state which completes the LSTM process that controls the sequential data of a database query as a constant
value among zero and one. Every cell contains forget input and output gates. Eq. (17) is denoted as the
resultant value of i; f ; and o for all the gates. Additionally, for storing long-term data, the hidden state hr
of the LSTM cell. Eq. (19) is the hidden state of LSTM. Lastly, Eq. (19) displays the cell state to transfer
states under the present cell to the following cell in the LSTM. They utilize activation functions r like
hyperbolic and sigmoid tangents for generating non-linear decision boundaries.
0 1
1
0 1 0
bi
i
sigmoid


B bf C
B f C B sigmoid C l hl1
t
C
B C¼B
C
(17)
þB
@ bo A
@ o A @ sigmoid Aw hl
t1
bc
g
tanh
cr ¼ ftO ct1 þ iot g

(18)

ht ¼ 0O
t rðct Þ

(19)

Eq. (20) illustrates the FC layer operation. The output of the FC layer is categorized as zero/one by
softmax. Eq. (21) evaluates the role classiﬁcation possibility. C indicates the role class, L represents the
ﬁnal layer index, and Nc denotes the overall number of roles. The softmax layer categorizes TPCE
transactions into 11 classes.

X 

l1 l1
l1
þ
b
r
W
h
(20)
dil ¼
ji
i
i
j
expðd L1 wL Þ
Pðcjd Þ ¼ argmaxc2C PNc
L1 w Þ
k
k¼1 exp ðd

(21)

3.4 Hyper Parameter Tuning Using SFO Algorithm
For resolving the limitation of the CNN-LSTM model of trapping into local optima problem at the time
of learning and training processes, the SFO algorithm is utilized for optimizing and adjusting the parameters
involved in the CNN-LSTM Model and determining the optimum initial weight of the network.
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The SFO is a new nature simulated meta-heuristic technique that is demonstrated then a set of hunting
sailﬁsh. It depicts competitive efﬁciency related to famous meta-heuristic techniques. During the SFO
technique, it can be considered that sailﬁsh is a candidate solution and which places of sailﬁsh under the
from k th search round was represented
search space signify the variables of issue. The place of ith sailﬁsh

as SFi;k , and their equivalent ﬁtness was estimated by f SFi;k . The sardines are other important
participants from the SFO technique. The place of ith sardine has been demonstrated as Si , and their
equivalent ﬁtness was estimated by f ðSi Þ. During the SFO technique, the sailﬁsh that take an optimum
place was chosen as elite sailﬁshes that affect the maneuverability and acceleration of sardines under
attack. Also, the place of an injured sardine from all rounds is chosen as a better place to collaborative
hunt with sailﬁsh. This process purposes for preventing earlier discarded solutions from being chosen
i
i
and Yinjured
correspondingly,
again. An elite sailﬁsh as well as injured sardines were represented as Yelite
SF
S
th
under the i iteration [22]. During the hunting, sailﬁsh’s attack alternation approach was frequently
i
was upgraded dependent
utilized for improving the success of the hunt. A novel place of sailﬁsh Ynew
SF
upon subsequent:
!
!
i
i
Y

Y
elite
injured
SF
S
i
i
i
 Ycurrent
;
(22)
Ynew
¼ Yelite
 ki  randomð0; 1Þ 
SF
SF
SF
2
i
refers to the present place of sailﬁsh and randomð0; 1Þ implies the arbitrary number ranging
where Ycurrent
SF
from zero to one.

The variable ki signiﬁes the coefﬁcient from ith iteration and their value was were resulting as:
ki ¼ 2  rand ð0; 1Þ  SD  SD;

(23)

where SD stands for the sardine density that implies the number of sardines from all the iterations.
The variable SD is resultant as:


NSF
SD ¼ 1 
;
NSF þ NS

(24)

where NSF and NS refer to the number of sailﬁsh and sardines correspondingly.
Initially the hunted, sailﬁshes are energetic, and sardines aren’t tired/injured. The sardines are escape
quickly. But, with continued hunting, the control of sailﬁsh attacks is slowly reduced. In the meantime,
the sardines are come to be tired, and their awareness of the place of the sailﬁsh is also reduced. Thus,
the outcome, the sardines are hunted. According to the algorithmic procedure, a novel place of sardine
i
has upgraded dependent upon the subsequent:
Ynew
S


i
i
i
¼
random
ð
0;
1
Þ

Y

Y
þ
ATP
;
(25)
Ynew
eliteSF
oldS
S
i
where Yold
refers to the old place of sardine and randomð0; 1Þ implies the arbitrary number range in zero and
S
one. ATP stands for the sailﬁsh attack power.

The variable ATP has estimated as:
ATP ¼ B  ð1  ð2  Itr  eÞÞ

(26)

where B and e denote the coefﬁcients which are utilized for reducing the attack power linearly in B to 0 and
Itr refers to the count of iterations. Once ATP has maximum, for instance, superior to 0.5, the place of every
sardine was upgraded. Conversely, only a sardines with b variables upgrade its places. The number of
sardines that upgrade their place was deﬁned as:
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a ¼ NS  ATP;

(27)

where NS refers to the number of sardines from all iterations. The number of variables of the sardines which
upgrade their places are attained as:
b ¼ di  ATP;

(28)

where di signiﬁes the number of variables from ith iteration. If the sardine was hunted, their ﬁtness is superior
i
has upgraded with the latest place of hunted sardine YSi for
to sailﬁsh. In these cases, the place of sailﬁsh YSF
promoting the hunted of novel sardine. The equivalent formula is as follows:
i
YSF
¼ YSi if f ðSi Þ < f ðSFi Þ:

(29)

4 Experimental Validation
The experimental results analysis of the ODL-FCP technique takes place using three benchmark datasets
namely Alancatdata, German Credit, and Australian Credit datasets. The ﬁrst AnalcatData dataset includes
50 samples under two classes. Next, the second dataset comprises 1000 samples with two classes. The ﬁnal
dataset has 690 samples with two classes. Tab. 1 offers the FS outcome of the AOA-FS technique. The results
show that the AOA-FS technique has chosen only a minimal number of features. For instance, the AOA-FS
technique has selected a total of 3, 10, and 8 features on the test AnalcatData, German Credit, and Australian
Credit datasets respectively.
Table 1: Selected features of AOA-FS technique on applied dataset
Dataset

Selected features

AnalcatData
German Credit
Australian Credit

1,3,5
2,3,6,8,11,15,17,19,22,23
2,3,7,9,10,12,13,14

Fig. 3 demonstrates the best cost (BC) analysis of the AOA-FS technique with other FS models on
AnalcatData Dataset. Fig. 3 shows that the AOA-FS technique has resulted ineffectual FS outcomes with
minimal BC. For instance, under 3 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has obtained a lower BC of
0.0269 whereas the QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and grey wolf optimization based feature selection (GWO-FS)
techniques have attained higher BC of 0.0347, 0.0466, and 0.0715 respectively. At the same time, under
6 iterations, the AOA-FS approach has reached minimal BC of 0.0246 whereas the QABO-FS, ACO-FS,
and GWO-FS methods have obtained superior BC of 0.0316, 0.0466, and 0.0607 correspondingly.
Moreover, under 9 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has gained a lower BC of 0.0223 whereas the
QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS techniques have attained superior BC of 0.0315, 0.0466, and
0.5743 correspondingly.
Fig. 4 determines the BC analysis of the AOA-FS system with other FS manners on the German Credit
Dataset. Fig. 4 outperformed that the AOA-FS technique has resulted in effective FS outcome with the
minimal BC. For the sample, under 3 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has obtained least BC of
0.1477 but the QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS techniques have achieved superior BC of 0.1532,
0.1600, and 0.1600 correspondingly. Simultaneously, under 6 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has
obtained lower BC of 0.1334 whereas the QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS techniques have attained
higher BC of 0.1467, 0.1500, and 0.1600 respectively. Also, under 9 iterations, the AOA-FS technique
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has obtained minimum BC of 0.1099 while the QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS techniques have attained
a higher BC of 0.1258, 0.1400, and 0.1600 correspondingly.

Figure 3: BC analysis of AOA-FS technique on AnalcatData dataset

Figure 4: BC analysis of AOA-FS technique on German credit dataset
Fig. 5 reveals the BC analysis of the AOA-FS approach with other FS models on the Australian Credit
Dataset. Fig. 5 revealed that the AOA-FS system has resulted in effective FS outcomes with minimal BC. For
instance, under 3 iterations, the AOA-FS method has reached a minimum BC of 0.0471 whereas the QABOFS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS methods have gained superior BC of 0.0652, 0.0830, and 0.0990 respectively.
Followed by, under 6 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has reached a lower BC of 0.0429 whereas the
QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS manners have attained higher BC of 0.0543, 0.0830, and
0.0950 correspondingly [23]. Likewise, under 9 iterations, the AOA-FS technique has obtained a
minimum BC of 0.0333 whereas the QABO-FS, ACO-FS, and GWO-FS methodologies have obtained
superior BC of 0.0518, 0.0830, and 0.0950 correspondingly.
4.1 Comparative Results Analysis on AnalcatData Dataset
Tab. 2 offers a brief comparative study of the ODL-FCP with other techniques on the AnalcatData
dataset.
Fig. 6 offers the SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy analysis of the ODL-FCP with recent techniques on the
AnalcatData dataset. The results show that the AdaBoost manner has shown poor performance with the
SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy of 0.6500, 0.6700, and 0.6583 respectively. In addition, the multilayer perception
(MLP) and SVM systems have gained slightly improved outcomes [24]. Followed by, the QABOLSTM,
LSTM-RNN, and ACO models have resulted in reasonable values of SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy . However,
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the presented ODL-FCP technique has accomplished superior performance with the maximum SENy ,
SPEy ; and ACCy of 0.9675, 0.9886, and 0.9862 correspondingly.

Figure 5: BC analysis of AOA-FS technique on Australian credit dataset
Table 2: Result analysis of proposed methods with existing methods on AnalcatData dataset
Classiﬁers

Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

Accuracy

F-score

MCC

KAPPA

ODL-FCP
QABOLSTM
LSTM-RNN
ACO Model
MLP Model
SVM Model
AdaBoost Model

0.9675
0.9368
0.9167
0.8800
0.7800
0.7600
0.6500

0.9886
0.9760
0.9534
0.9465
0.8000
0.7900
0.6700

0.982
0.9751
0.9523
0.9400
0.7987
0.7743
0.6583

0.9735
0.9609
0.9472
0.9361
0.7945
0.7641
0.6582

0.9767
0.9687
0.9489
0.8800
0.7733
0.7512
0.6431

0.9634
0.9593
0.9274
0.8800
0.7721
0.7502
0.6424

Figure 6: SENy , SEPy , and ACCy analysis of ODL-FCP technique on AnalcatData dataset
Fig. 7 provides the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa analysis of the ODL-FCP with recent approaches on the
AnalcatData dataset. The outcomes exhibited that the AdaBoost manner has outperformed worse
effectiveness with the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa of 0.6582, 0.6431, and 0.6424 respectively. Besides, the
MLP and SVM techniques have obtained somewhat higher outcomes. Then, the QABOLSTM, LSTMRNN, and ACO models have resulted in reasonable values of Fscore , MCC; and Kappa. But, the
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presented ODL-FCP method has accomplished superior performance with the maximum Fscore , MCC; and
Kappa by 0.9735, 0.9767, and 0.9634 correspondingly.

Figure 7: Fscore , MCC, and kappa analysis of ODL-FCP technique on AnalcatData dataset
4.2 Comparative Results Analysis on German Credit Dataset
Tab. 3 provides a brief comparative analysis of the ODL-FCP with other approaches on the German
Credit dataset. Fig. 8 suggests the SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy analysis of the ODL-FCP with existing
approaches on the German Credit dataset. The outcomes depicted that the AdaBoost manner has
exhibited the least efﬁciency with the SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy of 0.7045, 0.6274, and 0.6654 respectively.
Besides, the MLP and SVM models have reached somewhat increased outcomes. Followed by, the
QABOLSTM, LSTM-RNN, and ACO models have resulted in reasonable values of SENy , SPEy ; and
ACCy . Finally, the presented ODL-FCP technique has accomplished superior performance with the
maximal SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy of 0.8895, 0.9487, and 0.9328 correspondingly.
Table 3: Result analysis of proposed techniques with existing methods on German credit dataset
Classiﬁers

Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

Accuracy

F-score

MCC

KAPPA

ODL-FCP
QABOLSTM
LSTM-RNN
ACO Model
MLP Model
SVM Model
AdaBoost Model

0.8895
0.8589
0.8060
0.7793
0.7244
0.7138
0.7045

0.9487
0.9265
0.8743
0.6987
0.6593
0.6483
0.6274

0.9328
0.9078
0.8467
0.7660
0.7031
0.6942
0.6654

0.9156
0.8908
0.8693
0.8474
0.7340
0.7146
0.6942

0.9163
0.8863
0.7621
0.3800
0.3249
0.3056
0.3951

0.9351
0.8842
0.7261
0.3613
0.3054
0.2840
0.2698

Figure 8: SENy , SEPy , and ACCy analysis of ODL-FCP technique on German credit dataset
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Fig. 9 gives the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa analysis of the ODL-FCP with recent algorithms on the
German Credit dataset. The outcomes demonstrated that the AdaBoost methodology has exposed poor
performance with the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa of 0.6942, 0.3951, and 0.2698 respectively. Along with
that, the MLP and SVM techniques have obtained slightly improved outcomes [25]. Afterward, the
QABOLSTM, LSTM-RNN, and ACO models have resulted in reasonable values of Fscore , MCC; and
Kappa. Eventually, the presented ODL-FCP technique has accomplished maximum performance with the
higher Fscore, MCC; and Kappa by 0.9156, 0.9163, and 0.9351 correspondingly.

Figure 9: Fscore , MCC, and kappa analysis of ODL-FCP technique on German credit dataset
4.3 Comparative Results Analysis on Australian Credit Dataset
Tab. 4 depicts a detailed comparative analysis of the ODL-FCP with other techniques on the Australian
Credit t dataset. Fig. 10 shows the SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy analysis of the ODL-FCP with recent approaches
on the Australian Credit dataset. The outcomes displayed that the AdaBoost method has shown poor
efﬁciency with SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy of 0.7044, 0.6847, and 0.6890 respectively [26]. Besides, the
MLP and SVM techniques have gained slightly maximal outcomes. Next, the QABOLSTM, LSTMRNN, and ACO approaches have resulted in reasonable values of SENy , SPEy ; and ACCy . However, the
presented ODL-FCP methodology has accomplished higher performance with the increased SENy , SPEy ;
and ACCy of 0.9375, 0.9567, and 0.9485 correspondingly.
Table 4: Result Analysis of Proposed Methods with Existing Methods on Australian Credit Dataset
Classiﬁers

Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

Accuracy

F-score

MCC

KAPPA

ODL-FCP
QABOLSTM
LSTM-RNN
ACO Model
MLP Model
SVM Model
AdaBoost Model

0.9375
0.9071
0.8578
0.7941
0.7533
0.7248
0.7044

0.9567
0.9478
0.9274
0.8942
0.8247
0.7600
0.6847

0.9485
0.9390
0.9166
0.8949
0.8304
0.7628
0.6890

0.9399
0.9273
0.8967
0.8346
0.7952
0.7584
0.6741

0.9284
0.9080
0.8542
0.6900
0.6459
0.6313
0.6066

0.9377
0.9163
0.8709
0.6893
0.6387
0.6948
0.6786
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Figure 10: SENy , SEPy , and ACCy analysis of ODL-FCP technique on Australian credit dataset
Fig. 11 examines the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa analysis of the ODL-FCP with recent techniques on the
Australian Credit dataset. The outcomes exhibited that the AdaBoost approach has shown poor effective with
the Fscore , MCC; and Kappa of 0.6741, 0.6066, and 0.6786 respectively. Similarly, the MLP and SVM
systems have attained slightly improved outcomes. Followed by, the QABOLSTM, LSTM-RNN, and
ACO manners have resulted in reasonable values of Fscore , MCC; and Kappa. Finally, the projected
ODL-FCP system has accomplished superior performance with the maximum Fscore , MCC; and Kappa
of 0.9399, 0.9284, and 0.9377 respectively.

Figure 11: Fscore , MCC, and kappa analysis of ODL-FCP technique on Australian credit dataset
From the detailed results and discussion, it can be ensured that the ODL-FCP technique can be applied as
a proﬁcient method to determine the ﬁnancial crisis of SMEs.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, an efﬁcient ODL-FCP technique has been presented for the identiﬁcation of the ﬁnancial
crisis of SMEs. The proposed ODL-FCP technique encompasses major subprocesses namely pre-processing,
AOA-based selection of features, CNN-LSTM based classiﬁcation, and SFO based hyperparameter tuning.
The utilization of AOA for the optimal selection of features and SFO for the hyperparameter optimization
process aid to accomplish improved classiﬁcation performance. To showcase the enhanced classiﬁcation
performance of the ODL-FCP technique, a wide range of simulations were carried out against benchmark
ﬁnancial datasets and the outcomes are examined concerning various metrics. The experimental results
highlighted that the proposed ODL-FCO technique has outperformed the other techniques. As a part of
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future extension, the ODL-FCP technique is extended to the design of data clustering approaches in a big data
environment.
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